This article looks at the application of present
Introduction
The time has come to start thinking on future technological financial products and services that are growing rapidly in recent years. Some of these products and services are Cryptocurrency, virtual money and Bitcoin which are commonly known as electronic version of currency notes and coins. This new financial products and services are posing great challenges such as monetary and financial stability, protection of customers, costs and benefits of allowing these new forms in existing payment system before legislators and regulators. This has prompted other nations and India to see regulatory aspects that could be adopted to regulate virtual-currency, service providers in the form of intermediaries, exchanges, rights, duties, and liabilities in doing business and also protection to customer in payment system in India.
As law follows technology, crafting a new regulation of any new technology is a cumbersome task. It is the future that will answer, whether the virtual-currency will gain widespread acceptance and was it worth to spend public resources on a new technology. Nevertheless, this approach is also not good to buy as there are utmost chances that these types of new financial technological innovations, if allows to operate freeways may bring a significant problem to the existing financial system and ultimately the customers who will be the losers in the form of financial loss to them. However, in today's techno-savvy world, new techno-financial products and services are becoming necessity and getting central stage in financial transactions as a way of doing business transaction and creating a pool of money that brings much needed financial funds for the upcoming decade's developments.
With these backgrounds, Section 1 of the Article briefly explains what "cryptocurrency" (also known as Computer based algorithm mathematical based currencies) are and its operation in business. Section 2 is a Comparative Chart of selected countries across the world to understand the policy view and status of regulators on cryptocurrency regulations. Section 3 talks about some case laws related to Bitcoin pending before Court of law and some cases under police investigation. Section 4 is about the Policy and Circulars issued by RBI on the stand taken on virtual currency as of now and Central Government response in the form of setting up Committees for Policy directions. Section 5 is analysis of existing Indian Acts and regulatory schemes that could be brought to bear upon Cryptocurrency technology. This assessment of regulations also looks at various rationales for regulation for public law purposes such as Constitution of India, Banking Regulations Act, Foreign Exchange Management Act, Tax Law, Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA), Know Your Customer (KYC) Norms, Securities Laws etc. and review existing regulation schemes in India. Section 6 discusses Model Draft Regulation on Cryptocurrency especially focusing on Uniform Regulation of Virtual-Currency Businesses Act.
Hence, some of the common primary framework such as few important definitions and key words are taken into consideration along with present RBI Guidelines to consolidates and suggest cryptocurrency regulation in India. In conclusion, offers some principles with the hope that will guide the development of new regulations for governs of cryptocurrency market in India and customer protection requirements coming out of cryptocurrency transactions.
Cryptocurrency; Definition and Scope
The term cryptocurrency is an intangible form of non-legal tender which can be used in place for legal tender 1 and existed in electronic/ digital form used between online/Cryptocurrency members community. 2 Virtual currencies are a subset of cryptocurrencies. "Bitcoin" is a subset of virtual-currency where value of a particular unit is validated through cryptography. virtual-currency generally requires consent of buyer and seller to a transaction. 3 When a cryptocurrency is not backed by any precious metals but backed by government via giving "legal tender" status then such a cryptocurrency becomes fiat currency and not a "commodity-based currencies" or nonlegal tender currency which is simply a cryptocurrency. 4 Therefore fiat cryptocurrency status of cryptocurrency 5 transaction would then fall back under the dominion of traditional money transfer regulation. Cryptocurrency is also known as Bitcoin with virtual presence and unknown ownership maintained in a peer-to-peer network by entries in an enormous database called "block chain," and transactions takes place by participants keys known as crypto-credentials as a signature and validated by network i.e. signatures the transaction of sender and receiver being updated and reflected by block chain. This transaction is validated decentralized way by miners who maintain block chain. Some economist has termed Bitcoin as "fiduciary currency," because of no inherent value, and derive value in exchanges either from regular currency backed by government or accepted online by others.
In contemplating above situation, it seems logical before we think of regulating virtual currencies; we must understand what and when to regulate virtual currencies, which we are going to see subsequently in article.
Overview of Selected Countries Regulations on Cryptocurrencies
As virtual-currency market and transactions are sky rocking and these digital monies are non-legal tenders with different standards in most of the jurisdictions. Global regulators are divided on how to responses on it. As of now there is no international regulator to regulate virtual-currency. Following Chart shows there are two policy views on virtual-currency i.e., either it is legal tender or it is illegal, acts those are governing it and present policy status as of now (Table 1) . Bitcoin cannot clear or settle transaction thus cannot be treated as payment system 10 under PSSA.
As per RBI directions, instrument 11 carries the value stored in it and said value be paid by holder in transaction. In contrast, Bitcoin trade does not have these obligations while transacting and value of Bitcoin is speculative determined by market which keep fluctuate 12 and fails to fulfill aforementioned criteria.
RBI Pre-paid Payment Instruments Regulation 13
RBI has permitted three types of pre-paid payment instruments as Closed, Semi-closed and Open system payment instruments 14 . In contrast Bitcoin is generated by users through software and does not come under any category mentioned above. Aforementioned instruments value is up to INR 50,000 and validity is six months only from the date of issuance to the holder 15 . Therefore, those banks that complies these conditions can issue all three instruments. Non-Banking Financial Companies ("NBFC") and persons authorized by RBI can issue only semi-closed system payment instruments 16 . As Bitcoin is issued by software or server does not fit in the definition of person 17 and thus cannot be consider under pre-paid instruments.
Further minimum Rs. 1 Crore capital adequacy compliance and RBI permission is required by any issuer and is allowed to issue pre-paid instruments. 18 RBI has allowed specific banks only to provide mobile based pre-paid payment instruments such as mwallet and m-accounts. 19 This infers that even mobile app base bitcoins do not come under aforementioned regulations as they are not circulated by and lack permission from RBI.
Deposit Taking and Deposit Insurance
As per S. 5(b) of Banking Regulation Act, 1949 accepting deposits is a highly regulated business in the India. When bank is failed or unable to repay full amount of deposit, then up to Rs. 1 lakh is guaranteed to retrieve from the depositors' deposit, irrespective of the higher amount deposited by depositor in his account with bank. 20 The amount hold in Cryptocurrency could be treated as deposits as represented virtually through technological advancement fail to fulfill condition of RBI as Bitcoin is not issued and hold by bank. Thus, above regulation do not cover the amount hold or represented by Bitcoin as it is non-legal currency and can be hold by non-bank entity.
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter-Terrorism Financing
Financial security is core concerned at international and national level at all time due to access and misused by criminals for various purposes. Act. 1999 . Section 3 (i) make any payment to or for the credit of any person resident outside India in any manner; (ii) receive otherwise through an authorized person, any payment by order or on behalf of any person resident outside India in any manner; and (iii) enter into any financial transaction in India as consideration for or in association with acquisition or creation or transfer of a right to acquire, any asset outside India by any person. (Ind.) 27 Indian Constitution Act. 1950. Article 246. (Ind.) transferring money from legitimate bank channel to purchase Bitcoin. But it will be violation if resident Indian sales Bitcoin to foreigner and RBI can look into this aspect.
Fraudulent E-banking Transaction and Limited Liability and Protection to Customer 28
Due to surge of customer grievances in online transactions customer protection has become the major concern. RBI has mandated to place in robust systems & procedure dealing on safety & security, risk management, detection and curbing of frauds so to make a customer feel safe & secure in doing e-banking transaction. Also, RBI has frame guidelines to protect customers against the liabilities arising out of fraudulent ebanking transactions in the form of zero liability to limited liability on the financial institution based upon situations enumerated by RBI. The Bitcoin payment system is framed in such a manner where once transaction is initiated it cannot be reverted back and Bitcoin is permanently lost. Thus, customer is left at venerable situation and there is no central authority to report and take care of customer grievances.
Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Compliance Requirements and Cryptocurrency Broker-Dealer Registration
One 
SEBI Regulations on Online Wallet Operators and Exchanges
Online wallet payment and online Cryptocurrency exchanges for payment against security transaction in share market are not allowed in India. Recently SEBI has allowed to trade by way of instant access facility (IAF) through online mode and use of e-wallets for investment only in Mutual Funds (MFs) worth up to every year 50,000/-or 90% of folio value, whichever is lower. Redemption of investments made through ewallet, however, can be done only through a bank account of the unit holder and into This present regulation of RBI followed by SEBI can be extended to Cryptocurrency Ewallet operators and exchanges with objective to customer protection and are not exposed to higher credit and liquidity risks. Such a regulation will help to overcome from the situation where the customer suffered a loss due to failure of the Mt. Gox exchange in 2014 or aforementioned situations (emphasis added) on protection of the customer Bitcoin's and places security norms to be followed by Cryptocurrency market participants engaged in securities transactions including exchanges 33 In furtherance of the SEBI jurisdiction is concerned, we need to examine important question i.e. whether Cryptocurrency is qualifying as "securities".
The way Cryptocurrency is functioning it cannot be treated as a security, but it does not mean that, it cannot be promoted as an investment option and utilized as a medium of exchanged commercially. 
Commodities Trading Regulation
Most of the Countries have treated virtual currencies as a commodity and not foreign currencies. As per the said SEBI regulation trading, clearing and settlement in market operation environment will not be seamlessly unless there is robust cyber security framework and compliance. Thus, with necessary amendment in present regulation, SEBI's CDMRD jurisdiction can be extended to cover the cryptocurrencies commodities trading. 34 As SEBI present regulation on the Commodities market participants such as Commodity Derivatives Exchange, National Commodity Derivatives Exchange 35 and "E-trading facility, audit 36 and Investor Grievance Redressal system and arbitration mechanism are already in place as per SEBI CIR/CDMRD/DIECE/02/2015 circular.
Taxation Law on Cryptocurrency
Ministry of Finance through Department of Revenue has begun to regulate Cryptocurrency for taxation purposes. When we focused on "Income from Capital Gains (both short term and long term) and income from other sources" attracts the application of the Income Tax on trade in virtual currencies and gain out of it will be taxable. If you buy and sell cryptocurrencies frequently, the gains from such trading must be considered as income from trading when you file your Income Tax Return (ITR). If you do not trade in such currencies, the tax treatment may be different. Just as all other investment instruments, on more than three years investment taxed are charged as per a flat rate 20% with indexation benefits (inflation-adjusted) on Longterm capital gains. Moreover, investments less than three years should be considered as short-term capital gains and taxed as per your income tax slab.
Since the RBI is still to recognize these cryptocurrencies as a currency, they are neither legal nor illegal. The moment RBI declares it to be a currency; any trading in it will be subject to FEMA & Regulations under it. It is just unclear if they should be considered as an asset as they are owned and owner earns profits from the increase in its value or should they be considered a long-term investment instrument. When Bitcoin is purchase for investment purpose it could be treated as capital asset as per S. 2 (14) of Tax Act, means any kind of property and every possible interest that can be acquire, hold or enjoy. If you buy and sell cryptocurrencies frequently, the gains from such trading must be considered as business income from trading when you file your income tax return (Form ITR 2). If selling of a Bitcoin is treated as business income treated as capital gain for tax purpose then it will be further classified as short-term or long-term. However, this classification will be depending on the period of holding of Bitcoin as mentioned in earlier.
Another issue is, does Bitcoin earned by mining process are taxable as business profits under capital asset. The difficulty here is that how to ascertain the cost of earning of Bitcoin from mining process to be classified as self-generated capital assets. Due to absence of Bitcoin acquisition cost, it results into failing of computation of capital gains thus no capital gains can be levied on transfer of such assets (as per Supreme Court judgment in the landmark case B. C. Srinivasan Setty, 1981) and Bitcoin earned by mining process may be exempt from tax. We also need to see the other issue associated with tax, is sale of Bitcoin by NRI on Indian exchanges and GST applicability on Bitcoin and Mining of it. The NRI sale of Bitcoin on Indian exchange is concerned, Bitcoin is intangible asset and income accruing from it is outside India and person is not residing in India. Therefore, it can't be taxed in India. Coming on Goods and Services Tax (GST) 2017 and Rules applicability is concerned, we need to answer first the policy question, is Bitcoin transaction is goods or service.
There are two views among the scholars; first view is Bitcoin could be considered as currency and if it so then it does not qualify for definition of goods, so no GST on Sale and Purchase of it. As per S.2 (52) the definition of goods in GST is every kind of movable Property other than Money and Securities. But if Bitcoin is not considered as a currency then GST on Sale and Purchase of Bitcoin will require paying. Logic behind it is, as per Rule 32 of Central GST Rules, when currency rate is not available, the value shall be 1% of gross amount of Indian rupees provided or received by the Person Changing the Money. Second view is Bitcoin could consider as service (trading in financial services and exchange), if so then GST at 12% to be charged as service charge by Exchanges and brokers for providing only service of sales and purchase of Bitcoin.
Model Draft Regulation on Cryptocurrency in India
The aim and objective of this regulation is to overcome from uncertainty on cryptocurrency technology and minimize the risk to individuals, to cryptocurrency businesses, and to government agencies. The Scope of Regulation is to govern the facilitation platform provided by centralize/decentralized Blockchain technology and service provider, transfer, exchange, and services of cryptocurrency and clearing houses on such platform. This facilitation is regulating the manner Licensure, Supervision, and user protections are affordable. They shall be treated as authorized person engaged in cryptocurrency business. The RBI Act and Banking Regulation Act will be superseding on this regulation and at all the time provisions of these Acts will also be applicable on person/entity all the time.
There are some definitions which will help RBI to define and bring cryptocurrency under its jurisdiction. RBI has to take a policy decision on what to regulate i.e. is it a virtual currencies or Cryptocurrency Business Activity in India. We submit here that it will be prudent to control the medium of transaction and providers of cryptocurrencies transaction rather controlling cryptocurrency itself. This will help legislature to tailored assured, fair and predictable regulatory mechanism to cryptocurrency business and its intermediaries such as Broker, Bitcoin miners and Exchanges at par with traditional payment system and financial products in India. Accordingly, the propose regulation shall regulates Cryptocurrency business payment system with objective to provide Licenses, Procedures, Risk Management, Customer Protection and Dispute Redressal Mechanism on wherever possible in compliance with Banking Regulation Act, PMLA, terrorist funding activities and KYC norms.
The regulation shall be applicable to both forms of the Cryptocurrency that are control i.e. in centralized and decentralized form. 37 Any regulation without defining the key words becomes futile in its governance. Therefore, following are some definitions which shall help in understanding and application of the proposed regulation.
Cryptocurrency/ virtual-currency means a digitized representation of unit of account or store value and is not a legal currency and denominated in legal currency, used as a medium of exchange; except a) in a transaction where value is merchant grants as a reward program, remains with merchant and can't be exchange against legal tender or bank credit b) digitized value used in online game issued by publisher of the game and used solely in the same game.
Let us see the definition of "Cryptocurrency and Cryptocurrency Business Activity" means: a) issuing or providing services or operating or administering in Cryptocurrency by way of control, holding, exchange, transfer, storing, directly or by agreement with service vender b) legal tender or bank credit converted in to digital representation outside the online game offered by publisher form which original digital representation of value was received.
To be covered by this regulation, the activity must involve "Cryptocurrency" and "Cryptocurrency Business Activity," as crucial definitions depends on key words and interpretation of control, exchange, store, and transfer. These active verbs application and definitions will help RBI to bring under its jurisdiction the Cryptocurrency activity as well as those who are engaged in this business will also be fall in line with the RBI mandates for doing banking related business in India. Word control can be defined as prevent indefinitely a virtual-currency transaction or authorized to execute unilaterally; word Exchange can be defined as a person authorized momentarily by the owner of Cryptocurrency to trade or convert for legal tender, bank credit, in other form of virtual currency. Word Store means authorized by owner of virtual currency to maintain control in the form of holding and taking deposits. Word Transfer means: crediting, moving or relinquish control of the Cryptocurrency from one account holder to another.
For assistance, let us understand how this four words works in defining Cryptocurrency business activity:
"Storage" of a Cryptocurrency means fund depositing with a bank in an electronicwallet or online form as a third-party Cryptocurrency business provider who act as an intermediate. This enables the owner to safely keep its currency in a safe deposit with the Cryptocurrency provider/ Storage Company who holds this currency on behalf of the owner of the Cryptocurrency and get some credentials. Owner sends the instruction to the storage company to transfer some Cryptocurrency to the seller against the purchase of the goods, services, or real estate from seller.
"Transfer" of a Cryptocurrency means transaction execution under ordinary systems of banking the way we transfer the money from one person to another person. The provider i.e. server running the distributed ledger which keeps and verifies of the computer code completes transfer transactions. The process is generally the amount and the computer code for specific amount is only known by the seller and buyer who direct the server of distributed ledger to transfer the coin against the transaction. Once server updates the completed transaction on ledger, that movement onward coin/ token belongs to seller. If buyer tries to sell/spend fraudulently same coin to others, server automatically detects and refuses, as buyer is no longer owner of that coin/token.
"Exchange" can understand the way we normally exchange the amount for purchase some good or food items in restaurant. Let assume you want to buy a pizza in restaurant with Bitcoin. Here you can easily transfer Bitcoin to the pizza restaurant in a direct P-to-B transaction where the server validates transaction on ledger, if valid, gets updated and reflects pizza restaurant as an owner of Bitcoin change of record of ownership is reflected on public ledger. The merchant gets its money and you get your pizza.
"Control" is the key factor in Bitcoin and these regulations, which decide the ownership as well as have an effect of the cyber security and fraud i.e. stealing of your Bitcoin private key. Here control is defined with the help of a product or service known in Bitcoin purchase and selling community as multiple signatures or better known as "multi sig." as it requires more than one key to authorize transaction. So another two key holders should also allow the said transaction, thus it provides must more security to the E-wallets while transacting. Nowadays, due to lot of frauds in Bitcoin transactions, Bitcoin networks are getting upgraded with much more complicated transaction that require the signatures of multiple people before the funds can be transferred known as M-of-N transactions. Thus, multiple people and software programs are involved and cooperation is required to do Bitcoin transaction.
License-The major condition is the server should be located in India so there is no problem of cross border jurisdiction. RBI is the final authority to issue license only after self-satisfying on the security, net worth, and reserves that need to be fulfilled by applicant. This is left for the RBI to finalize it. This regulation is not intended to derogate from any of RBI compliance requirements. This will help licensees to conduct operations and have sufficient funding available to wind up its operations due to unavoidable circumstances. This will also help RBI to keep check on licensees and protect the interest of customers in paying back their money. Renewal of license will be depending upon among other things are fully audited financial statement, compliance report, cyber security audit report and report of resolution of customer grievances. The license is not assignable or transferable to anyone. At any point of time if licensee wishes to allow merging with, consolidate with, or acquire another business which result in change in control need prior approval of RBI and RBI decision shall be final and binding on licensee. This condition will help to minimize the risk and frauds. RBI will issue different licenses to the exchanges, custodian and brokers with different conditions and norms keeping in mind the requirement of the volume of business carried by each of these entities. Enforcement-facilitation of cryptocurrency business shall be taking place only after permission of RBI otherwise it will treat as illegal business. The offence related to cryptocurrency will be treated as banking fraud and shall be treated at par and with same provisions of existing civil and criminal laws which are applicable to banking frauds. RBI may take administrative action in the form of suspend or revoke a license, restraint licensee to participate in business, impose penalty, recovers money from security deposit, conditional approval to do business, appoint RBI Administrator as care taker, take appropriate recourse through court of law etc. There shall be applications of other laws wherever it is appropriate such as Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, Company Act, SARFAESI Act, AML Act, PSSA, FEMA etc. Civil penalties shall be the equivalent amount of fraud or three times the amount of profits made out of cryptocurrency trading, whichever is higher and/or may declared as willful defaulter by RBI in case licensee absconded from India. The criminal penalties shall be imprisonment up to five year and lifelong banned on licensee.
Conclusion
Increasing popularity and involvement of more Indian in cryptocurrency trading, it is high time for India to take a firm decision on Cryptocurrency trading and bring regulation to regulate it. The regulation is talking about regulating the technological platform models that are being used by cryptocurrency and intermediary while facilitating various services. Whether cryptocurrency be treated as a legal tender and allowed to exchange against fiat currency is the policy decision and is left out for the RBI and Central Government to decide. RBI should not treat Cryptocurrency industry as a problem to the Banking system keeping in mind that it is having a valuable innovative technological solution and its potential applications to the banking system.
Rather RBI must explore how to harness Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) for Financial Services and overall benefit to the economy in India. The application of Blockchain in trading, financing, lending and other financial services will be opening a new era of fintech products & services in Indian economy. Thus, this technologically innovative platform i.e. centralized or decentralized distributed ledger is having potential to improve the efficiency and inclusiveness of the financial system in India. Cryptocurrency platform will boost up society which is digitally empowered, boost up to the digital India Program and knowledge economy.
